
Cipher 
Seating

™ 

Make your space work®



From important client consultations to project planning 

to impending deadlines, busy professionals are required 

to meet more than a few expectations throughout the 

day. That’s why easy support and intuitive performance 

should be status quo when it comes to your office chair 

—and Cipher™ seating goes above and beyond. With 

intuitive functionality and customizable controls, this smart, 

streamlined seating solution lets you focus on the task at 

hand instead of distracted by clumsy mechanisms and 

constant adjustments. A thoughtful natural leader, Cipher 

moves with you to meet the demands of the day so you can 

concentrate on what lies ahead.

Comfort 
decoded.
Unlock Your Productivity

Caption example - Shown with Flock seating.

SCAN TO 
CHECK OUT 
CIPHER ON 
HON.COM

Shown with Fuse® storage and  
Empower® workstation.
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FPO
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Shown with Fuse® & Contain® storage and 
Coordinate™ height-adjustable desk.
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There’s nothing better than letting your imagination take flight. Whether it’s vibrant Colorwav™ lumbar and arm accents or 

distinctive contrast stitch options, you get to choose the subtle details that bring Cipher — and your space! — to life. This dynamic 

multitasker is also available as a guest chair — now any private office, collaborative environment, or welcome area can benefit 

from the cool contemporary aesthetic and comprehensive performance Cipher was designed to deliver.

Inspired Design
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Everyone deserves the perfect fit and sit. With ergonomically efficient independent lumbar support, added breathability of 

flexible 4-Way Stretch mesh, and intuitive weight-activated functionality, Cipher was crafted with customization in mind for 

a tailor-made experience unique to you and you alone.

Customized Control Is Within Reach

Live the simple life with 
integrated, intuitive, 
weight-activated tilt 
control and stability 
recline lock.

Take your turn 
with a 360-degree 
swivel for freedom 
of movement.

Stay flexible with 
4-Way Stretch mesh

Keep the upper hand 
with adjustable arms 
for added comfort 
and support. Plus, 
accent color option.

Find a higher 
purpose or stay 
low key with 
a pneumatic 
seat height 
adjustment.

Enjoy personalized 
support with 
independently 
adjustable lumbar

Features & Options
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LUMBAR

NO LUMBAR

Lumbar Options

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

ARMLESS

Arm Options

FABRIC-MATCHED STITCH

CONTRAST STITCH

Stitch Options
Whether you need adjustable arms 
for added support or the sleek look of 
armless design (plus a variety of optional 
accent colors), the choice is yours. 

Maximum comfort is within reach 
with customized independent lumbar 
support.

Add a pop of personality with an 
optional contrast stitch or go traditional 
with a fabric-matched clean aesthetic.

Shown with Contain® storage and 
Coordinate™ height-adjustable desks.
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Finishes

Models

For more information, visit hon.com/cipherSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

The HON Company
200 Oak Street, Muscatine, IA 52761

800.833.3964 | Check out hon.com

© 2022 The HON Company. Form No. H5994 (6/22) 
To view the registered and unregistered trademarks 

owned and used by The HON Company, visit  
hon.com/protected-marks. Models, upholstery  

and finishes are subject to change without notice.

Natural Light GrayLight RedBlue Orange TanMedium 
Green

BlackYellow

Contrast Stitch Colors

Make your space work®

Atom Bullseye Iris RegattaKryptonEmber

Accent Colors

Black Charcoal Salt

FogCharcoalBrownstone TitaniumRegatta BlackBreeze

4-Way Stretch Mesh Colors

Black* Charcoal* Salt*

Frame & Base Colors

(Base only)

Polished 
Aluminum

*Available as textured finish on Guest Chair.

Task Chair Guest Chair


